Farm Waste Net Metering Located and Used for Farm Operations
Contact Information:

RG&E has a dedicated Net Energy Billing email address that is monitored daily by our Net Energy Subject Matter Experts.
For further information or questions please contact us at the applicable email address noted below.
RG&E Contact Information:
RGE_CDG@RGE.com
How your Annual Excess Cash Out is calculated:
 Applicable to customers who are billed hourly or participate in Remote Net Meter (Monetary Billing Rules)
Each month the avoided cost of the excess supply is tracked to be used for the annual true up calculation. On the
customer’s anniversary month, generation offsets any Host consumption first. For Remote Net Metering, there is no
distribution to satellites on the anniversary month. Any credits remaining are applied to the Net Meter or Host
account based on the avoided cost of the monetary credit for cash out.


Applicable to customers who are non-hourly pricing or participate in Remote Net Meter (Volumetric Billing Rules)
On an annual basis any excess kWh are converted using the avoided cost of energy for the most recent twelve
month period. The initial start date used to calculate the avoided cost of energy is the interconnection date.
Subsequent cash out periods start effective one day after the end of the last cash out bill period. In both cases, the
end date used to calculate the avoided cost of energy is the bill period end date of the cash out bill.

Farm Waste (Farm Operation) Billing Examples:

RG&E’s billing system is not fully automated to handle Farm Waste billing, as a result adjustments may be applied to
your invoice for the various net energy billing credits. The type of adjustments applied are dependent on various factors
such as Service Class, Program enrollment (i.e. Remote Net Metering), and Metering Setup (Hourly Pricing vs. NonHourly Pricing). To help you better understand your Farm Waste invoice, RG&E has developed a Cover Sheet to provide
additional information that is not available on your monthly invoice.
Examples:
Note: These Examples are for demonstrative purposes only. Examples may not reflect actual pricing for the represented
time period(s). RG&E currently has no Farm Waste Customers; therefore there are no Example Invoices included. Please
visit NYSEG.com for Example Invoices.
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Example 1: Non-Hourly Pricing (Non Cash-Out Month)
Cover Sheet
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Example 2: Non-Hourly Pricing (Cash-Out Month)
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